Microsoft Teams
Create a future-proof workplace and stay connected with Microsoft Teams, anytime and
anywhere. Increase the productivity of your organization in a safe and trusted environment
and provide your employees with all the benefits that Microsoft Teams has to offer:
everything is in one place.

Collaborate anytime and anywhere
Working from home has become the new normal. Everyday we become more dynamic and find ways to continue our daily work
schedule from anywhere around the globe. Microsoft Teams is a communication platform that allows you to easily combine video
conferencing, file storage and application integration. Work together with colleagues and clients via chat, calls, meetings and file
sharing, anytime and anywhere, in one safe and trusted environment - regardless of the device or operating system.
We enable you to enter into an actual future-proof work environment with service agreements that contribute to organizational
change, future vision, and strategy for companies. We’ll make sure your telephony integration is set, so you can easily call with Microsoft
Teams. We can also integrate Microsoft Teams with our Cloud Telephony solution, providing you with specific telephone exchange
functions. Integrate and combine with a worldwide VoIP infrastructure and supplement with specific customization for service desks,
call centers, receptions, or other Cloud application integrations.

Benefits Microsoft Teams with Horizon Telecom

Increase productivity

High usability

Fast and easy setup

Teams increases productivity
by making all your collaboration
available in one single app and one
single interface.

Enable all your enterprise
communication with one platform
through the recognizable platform
of Office 365.

Change Microsoft Teams to a
full Cloud Telephony solution by
adding our Carrier-Neutral Global
VoIP (sip trunk) platform and start
calling within minutes

Why choose Horizon Telecom?
Integrate current VoIP environment with
Microsoft Teams
We link your current telephony environment with
our Global VoIP (SIP) platform and connect it directly
to Microsoft Teams via Direct Routing. For example,
with Microsoft Teams you can make and receive calls
from anywhere in the world via mobile, landline or
computer.

Larger international footprint than Microsoft
Microsoft can deliver its solution in a limited
number of countries. We go further and deliver
the solution in more countries by combining with
our Global VoIP (SIP) solution. In addition, we offer
customization to integrate with current solutions,
such as telephone exchanges and Cloud telephony
or other Cloud applications.

Lower costs with customized rate plans
We offer an all-in tailor-made rate by setting up
customer-specific rate plans. In addition, we can
provide a total solution with infrastructure based
on our Global Connectivity portfolio, SD-WAN and
by integrating Microsoft Teams with the existing
telephone exchange environment.

The best user experience with SD-WAN
Our SD-WAN solutions offer various techniques to
improve Microsoft Teams video and voice sessions in
demanding regions. We use various VMware SD-WAN
techniques and Voice Quality Management (the first
network product to win the Unified Communications
Award).

Keep using all phonesystem (PXB) features
Our solution can be used with or without the use
of the telephone exchange functions of Microsoft
Teams. For specific solutions we combine the solution
with our Global VoIP infrastructure and Cloud
telephony solutions.

Reception desk solution
We provide a solution for the reception desk which
works with Microsoft Teams.

Did you know that Horizon Telecom

delivers connectivity and voice in 193 countries worldwide?
has helped over 150 enterprise customers with our Carrier-Neutral design?
has Global Certified On-site Engineers who provide local support on-site?

Top 3 Communication Challenges
I want one solution for all my telephony worldwide

We provide you with a telephony environment fit for all employees with a worldwide Global VoIP (SIP trunk) solution or a Cloud telephony solution. One
environment that works with all your favorite applications in the Cloud (Microsoft Teams, Google, Salesforce, etc.), that integrates seamlessly with the
current service desk/contact center and one that is ready for the future.

I want to make telephone calls with Microsoft Teams or combine Microsoft Teams with my current telephony system
(PBX or infrastructure)

Our Global VoIP (SIP trunk) portfolio offers various options to activate telephone calls via Microsoft Teams. We can also integrate this with the current
telephony system (PBX) or infrastructure environment. Another possibility is to combine with a Cloud telephony environment. This way you can migrate
at your own pace or even per user group or location.

I want to centralize my infrastructure for telephony

Technologies like PSTN and ISDN are end-of-life in numerous countries. We have the ability to centralize the local telephone numbers and telephony
infrastructure of these regions by centralizing all telephone numbers to one or more large redundant Global VoIP (SIP trunk) solutions. In this way you
can create 1 reliable future-proof communication infrastructure that is easy to manage while keeping the local numbers and compliance with local
legislation. This makes it possible, for example, to offer one telephony solution for the whole of Europe, Latin America or another region, without being
limited by national borders.

Horizon
Telecom

Tomorrow’s
communication,
for you, today.

Our Professional Services
Project Management
Our project managers are closely involved in
the process; from the design to the development
of the solutions, including the transfer to the
management organization.

Service Management
Our service managers proactively monitor our
solutions and ensure optimal performance for
the best experience for your employees by quickly
responding to trends and changes.

Design & Engineering
Together with the (solution) architects, engineers
and consultants, our engineering professionals
create a design that exactly meets the
requirements of all solutions, locations and users.

Global Logistics Services
A single point of contact for shipping and logistic
operations relating to hardware components worldwide,
incl. support with customs clearance, import duties,
installation and other support processes.

Customer Mission Control Portal
Gain insight in all invoicing and solutions worldwide
(including statuses) in one portal. The portal is
designed to fit your organization’s structure and
hierarchy and gives employees access to specific
data and efficient, user-friendly overviews.

Global Certified On-site Engineers
Use our engineers as your own employees and
deploy them globally for quick migrations and
technical support at (possibly remote) locations
without having to use local technical staff or
your own employees.

24x7 Support & Monitoring
Our Global Mission Control Centre (NOC) proactively
manages all our customers’ global solutions
(NEN-ISO/IEC 27001:2013). Our experienced and
service-oriented solution providers like to go the
extra mile and even solve problems that are not our
responsibility.

We are Horizon

Our added values

Horizon delivers communications,
infrastructure, and security solutions
worldwide with 24x7 proactive support and
local management. With our independent
experts, we work with the world’s best
technology partners to connect the needs
and aspirations of our customers with flexible
and reliable solutions that leverage proven
innovations accredited by Gartner®.

✔ Independent & Carrier-Neutral
✔ 1 Tailored invoice, 1 Contract, 1 Contact, 1 SLA
✔ Global Mission Control Center - 24x7 NOC
✔ Professional Services
✔ Flexible & Scalable tailor-made solutions
✔ ‘Best-of-breed’ technology
✔ Cost-efficient
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